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differentiation. For example, at Chartres before the twelfth century, law and theology
were taught incidentally whenever material on these subjects was found in the writings
of the various church Fathers or in the various compendia of knowledge. However,
from the eleventh and twelfth centuries on, the study of law, medicine, and theology
gradually became recognized as separate, advanced professional disciplines; the liberal
arts came to be looked upon as preparatory to these more advanced studies. With the
development of a full-fledged university organization, separate faculties of law, medi-
cine, and theology were created as well as faculties of the arts.
In Italy grammar was taught not so much as a literary study as at Chartres, nor
was logic taught as a dialectical exercise as at Paris. Rather, they were looked upon as a
practical preparation for the study of law, medicine, ordictamen (letter writing). The
reasons for this doubtless lay in the laicized social development characterizing Italy:
municipal life instead of feudalism, the struggles of the cities for independence, and
the investiture struggles between pope and emperor. All these prompted the urban
classes to seek enlightenment and support in the past political experience of the
city-states of Greece and Rome.
The Roman law had remained strong in the educational tradition of the Lom-
bard towns of northern Italy from the later days of the Roman Empire when
Justinian's Corpus Juris Civilis had been handed down by the secular teaching class.
Schools at Rome, Pavia, and Ravenna were known for the study of law in the eleventh
century even before Bologna gained preeminence as a studium generate for the arts. Its
reputation for legal studies overshadowed all others at the time of the investiture
struggle in the twelfth century when the fame of Irnerius attracted students to
Bologna, much as Abelard's attracted them to Paris. Under the stimulus of Irnerius and
his exceedingly detailed and coherent glosses, an organized and systematic study of the
whole Corpus constituted the required curriculum of practical legal education. The
differentiation of the law from a general education in the liberal arts accompanied the
growth of a new class of professional students who were older and more independent
than elsewhere.
Since those who favored the emperor's side in the investiture struggle found
support in the Roman civil law, the supporters of the papacy had to look for better
justification of the pope's claims. This they found in 1142 in the great work of
Gratian, who did for canon law almost what Justinian's code had done for civil law. He
codified and systematized authorities from the Bible, writings of the church Fathers,
canons of the church councils, letters and decrees of the popes, edicts of the Roman
emperors, Justinian's laws, capitularies of the Prankish and Lombard kings, and the
customs of the church. Gratian arrived at the position that ecclesiastical law was
superior to secular law and that therefore the authority of the church was paramount.
Naturally, Gratian's Decreturn had a wide vogue as a textbook in medieval law schools
until it became the fundamental authority for the study of canon law, and it has never
been entirely superseded. From this time on, Bologna became famous for its canon law
as well as for its civil law, and the way was paved for the rise of the University of
Bologna.
During the eleventh and twelfth centuries the revival in medicine was fully as
marked as that in law. For more than two centuries Salerno as a school of medicine in

